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BAGNO DI ROMAGNA 

     Emilia-Romagna 

       Forlì-Cesena 

    TAPPA 28       BAGNO - PASSO SERRA—VALLE SANTA               

                          Km18           +1220  -940       EE 

                            BAGNO DI R. –PASSO SERRA—LA VERNA  

                                      km 23,3       +1360  -700        EE 

                  

The municipality of Bagno di Romagna lies in the valley of the Savio river at an altitude of 339 m in the bottom of the valley and ot 1500 m on 
the ridge of the Apennines. 49 Km from Cesena. The territory stretches mostly along the river valley and partly along the next valley of the 
Bidente, reaching the Apennines ridge and the border with Tuscany. An interesting aspect is that the distance from Arezzo is only 66 Km and 
this explains why the town has long been a halting place for travelers either way crossing the Apennines at the Serra pass from Tuscany to 
Romagna and vice versa. This mountainous 
part of Romagna has been part Tuscany since 
the Etruscans, this is because the flocks of the 
mountain pastures were driven to the 
Tyrrhenian coast in a “transhumance” and paid 
taxes in Tuscany. Whereas the farmers of the 
plain were administratively tied to Ravenna. 
This oddity was rectified by Mussolini in 1923, 
because he was a native of the Romagna, and 
as ignorant of the facts as people are still today. 
The earliest traces of human settlement in 
Bagno di Romagna date to the Bronze Age, 
civilization came first with the Etruscans and 
then with the Roman Empire, with an increase 
in population and the building of an efficient 
road system which connected Bagno with the 
Umbrian city of Sarsina and with the Etruscan 
Cesena. The Romans built the first public bath, 
around which the town grew up prosperous as a 
station for resting and changing horses. 
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Leaving Bagno di Romagna we first follow the road to Verghereto, in the Tiber Valley which passes by Molino Mazzoli, 

where biological products are grown and marketed.  
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Beyond the crossroad on the right with the main road to Tuscany State highway 71 (which is the modern substitute 

of the Via Romea) , we continue turning right towards Le Gualchiere, a large medieval watermill, developed into a 

workers village since the Middle Ages. Restored in the 16th century and still inhabited, Today it is an “agriturimo” 

establishment where the hiker may rest and refreshed before the climb  
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A little beyond the historical road, now an archaeological remains begins to tacke the steep mountain. After the old bridge 

over the Fosso Capanno stream, we come to the shrine Maestà Balassini, a typical crossroad shrine dedicated to the 

Madonna.  
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Here begins the stiff climb to the ledge of Nasseto, an endless zigzagging of the ancient road largely in ruins but 

preserving stretches of ancient paving stones. A masterly work of ancient engineering probably designed by the 

Romans to enable to climb the steep slope with pack mules, certainly not suitable for any vehicle. We are skirting the 

border of the so-called Area Wilderness, a nature reserve  
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We arrive at Nasseto, an ancient halting place for rest and food and drink, today an unattended shelter for modern 

pilgrims, with fireplace, and also olive oils and condiments. There is a drive leading to Nasseto, flanked by ancient field 

maples, then the Via Romea starts its most dangerous section on an unstable terrain of shales and clay badlands 

continuously ruining down a deep gorge. We climb towards the Pass through the steepest part of the road through a 

beech wood, a series of tight hairpins will soon take us to the Serra Pass or PASSO DI SERRA.  
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Here the people of Bagno di Romagna have raised a monolith with an inscription to commemorate the ancient Via Romea Pass, which is 

the oldest Apennine pass on record. Here archaeologists have found Neolithic tools, Etruscan and Roman pottery shards, the base of a 

small church with three skeletons buried in it. We will be now in Tuscany and the landscape is much more appealing and less wild. We 

begin the descent. A few hundred meters below we come to a crossroad of footpaths, our route is the one continuing straight ahead, the 

path across is the Apennine bridleway, leading, to the left to La Verna and to the right to State Highway SS71 (Mandrioli pass) which in the 

19th century replaced the Via Romea.  
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We carry on ahead aiming at Serra, the first village on the Tuscany side. The footpath is at times invisible, but in the 

distance we see Corezzo the largest village in the valley. Finally the first red roofs of Tuscany will be manifest in 

Serra. Now the offspring of the original inhabitants live in Florence but still own the ancestral homes and use them as 

Summer retreats. So the village is well kept and nicely restored.  
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Past the village we descend to the hamlet of Serra di Sotto, we cross a make do footbridge over the torrent whose stone 

bridge collapsed a few years back, and we soon reach Corezzo arriving by the path next to the parish church.  
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From Corezzo we descend precipitously into the torrent be to find a wooden footbridge,  
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then we have a stiff climb to reach one of the loftiest villages of the Casentino, Frassineta circa 860 m a.s.l. Next to 

the church in the higher part of the hill we may notice the ruins of a watchtower dated by the stone work to the 10th 

century. Surely related to the Via Romea, like other towers: Serra, Corezzo, Banzena, on the same route.  
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Continuing from Frassineta we reach Poggio della Forca (the Gallows Hill) 
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where we turn left and descend along a rather rough footpath through the woods, until, after some struggle, we 

reach Casa Santicchio, a large farmhouse, now an agritourism establishment, where we find very nice people, 

refreshments, good meals and very fine bedrooms in an idyllic environment.  
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VARIANTE PER LA VERNA—  From the first crossroad of paths below the Serra Pass we shall take to the left, footpath 

“00” at 1090 m of altitude, instead of descending to Corezzo. We follow the signs to Verghereto/La Verna mostly walking 

on the crest of the Apennines an ancient ridge way used since prehistory by shepherds and hunters; we cross Montalto 

(1291m.l.m.), 
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 the crossroad   ROTTA DEI CAVALLI (1172m.l.m.).  

Rifugio del lupo   

0 Romitorio 
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then POGGIO TRE VESCOVI (1238m.l.m.): the ancient boundary of three dioceses: Arezzo, Sansepolcro and Sarsina, we 

have walked one third of the route to La Verna  
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Here the path runs downhill for a long tract of the ridge way following now path N° 50, till we cross the Forestry road to 

Rimbocchi. Presently we follow another Forestry road directed to La Verna, crossing over the Passo delle 

Gualanciole,  
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then another Pass, delle Pratelle  
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Here we leave the Forestry road and continue towards La Verna on a dirt track. We pass the steep Monte 

Calvano, our last climb.   (1254m.l.m.),  
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As we approach the great rock of La Verna we come to a great wooden cross (Croce delle Calle) a sheep counting 
landmark for shepherd driving their flocks to the Tyrrhenian coast for the Winter.  
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We are now below the lofty peak of Monte Penna. A pleasant walk through mixed woodland will take us to the gates of 

the world famous Franciscan Sanctuary. We will have covered 16 km in all.  
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La Verna 
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La Verna may also be reached from Corezzo. In such case we descend to Rimbocchi  
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and after a tract of tarmac, at the first bend we take a path that will take us on the tarmac again much further down; 

after having crossed the Serra torrent we take footpath N° 068 which with a stiff climb will take us to La Verna by 

the old hostel of La Beccia which was instituted for female visitors, who were not allowed into the Monastery in 

times past. From this place we take path 043 that takes us on the road to Bibbiena from which along the 

cobblestone road we enter the ancient gate on the monastery (1179m)  
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Once at La Verna, to return to our Via Romea, we exit the Sanctuary from the ancient gate to La Beccia and follow 

path N° 043, we take the maiun road to Bibbiena only to leave it shortly after to take path N° 033, or from La Beccia 

we turn right and we go to Chiusi della Verna, then we go to Vezzano and 1km for to return on the path N°33,  which 

we shall follow all the way downhill for about 7 Km, until we see on our right the start of path N° 042 which will take 

us to  Crroce di Sarna  
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